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Kamela Williamson is a Full Stack developer with two years of experience.

TECHNICAL SKILLS

● HTML, CSS, Git, VSCode, Design, JavaScript, Python, Django, Agile, React.js, Ruby

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
FREELANCE Phoenix, AZ
Full Stack Web Developer 2021-Present

● Create semantically structured full stack web applications and static websites for different clients across
small-sized businesses. Communicate with customers regularly to get ahead of any issues.

● Explore using new technologies on the job when possible and always looking to develop ongoing technical
knowledge while delivering a strong client service focus.

● Demonstrated experience in using testing tools such as W3C validators and development tools like Postman.
Select Client Projects created with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript:

● Programmed on-demand background color changer for a client(twitch streamer). Randomly generates hex
colors from 16 million available possibilities.

● Built Magic 8 Ball web app and static website for a client who does online tarot readings and art therapy.
● Created Fortune Cookie web app for a local Chinese restaurant increasing traffic to their website by 80%.

KENZIE ACADEMY Remote
Full Stack Developer 2020-2021

● Completed a 12-month online technical program with a project-based curriculum with a fully remote team.
● Succeeded in an agile environment meeting deadlines on 4 group projects. Supervised 3 of those projects and

created the design while spearheading an independent group to study with outside of the classroom.
● Co-created workout app on a 3-person team in 12 days as a scrum master built with React/Redux,  Youtube

API, and Bootstrap while attaining hands-on experience through code reviews, merging pull requests from
multiple team members, and Git conflict resolution.

● Developed a Twitter clone as the PM, lead designer, and developer on a 3-person team in 2 weeks where
features like authentication, following users, liking/unliking posts, & posting tweets were implemented with
React + Redux, Bootstrap, and a backend API.

● Collaborated on a recipe app as a product manager, designer, and developer on a 4-person team in 12 days.
● Incorporated authentication and user experience with an emphasis on user profile customization using

Django, Bootstrap, and a food API from Spoonacular.

EDUCATION

KENZIE ACADEMY Remote
Full Stack Web Development Certificate with a GPA > than 4.0 2020-2021

MESA COMMUNITY COLLEGE Mesa, AZ
Coursework so�ware engineering focus 3.72 GPA 2019-2020

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kamela-williamson-9903b55/
https://github.com/KJWilliamson

